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Smallpox at Sydney Cove – who, when, why?

Christopher Warren*

Independent Scholar, Canberra

This article sheds new light on the outbreak of smallpox at Sydney Cove in 1789. It draws on local Eora traditions, corroborated by medical and historical sources, as a basis for gaining fresh insights into this event, for reviewing recent literature, and for re-examining several circumstances that could have led to the outbreak. The records suggest that the marines landed at Port Jackson with insufficient manpower and insufficient equipment for the tasks they were to confront. I argue that by early 1789 the colony faced huge difficulties, from the number of indigenous people opposing the settlers, from problems with agriculture, and from the lack of marines’ capability to defend the settlement, that deploying smallpox became a viable option as a means of defence. This article concludes that, on balance, British officials probably spread smallpox as the only means left to defend the colony.
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Introduction

The early interactions between Europeans and indigenous peoples across the globe have long interested historians, but major questions remain about “what really happened” when British settlers and Eora clans encountered each other in New South Wales. A critical issue concerns the 1789 outbreak of smallpox at Port Jackson. Recent articles by Campbell Macknight1 and Michael Bennett2 have reignited controversy over the origin of this outbreak.3 Macknight maintains that it originated from Macassar (in the Celebes). On the other hand, Bennett suggests that the case for infection from the Indonesian archipelago remains weak and that “smallpox in some form arrived in Australia with the First Fleet”.4 Bennett proposes that if the First Fleet was the source, then the outbreak was probably a local, deliberate event either by rogue marines or convicts.5

Contrary to Macknight, this article argues that smallpox could not have reached Port Jackson from Macassar before 1789. In line with Bennett, I argue that the smallpox outbreak was a deliberate event, but where Bennett suggests convicts may have been the source of the disease, this article demonstrates that senior marines were most likely to have deployed the virus when they faced extra tasks protecting a new settlement at Parramatta.

Smallpox

Smallpox virus (scientific name, variola) is highly infectious. A single virus particle can unleash the disease.6 However, smallpox is not particularly contagious.7 Outbreaks of the
type observed near Sydney (variola major) did not transmit across continents. In most circumstances, outbreaks of variola major self-terminated due to low populations, restricted travel due to rainy seasons, and the lack of mobility from the severe illness itself. Smallpox was not usually spread by brief, casual encounters, such as walking down the street beside an ill person or by being in the same shop or business for a brief period. Smallpox spread only after prolonged face-to-face contact for a number of hours. Not every susceptible person who merely talked with a smallpox patient caught the disease.

Due to the lack of records, we are unable to say exactly to the day, when, or exactly to the acre, where the outbreak first occurred near Sydney; however, we can probe the issue in more general terms. Also, we are not able to identify specific individuals who may have initiated the outbreak, nor can we determine with certainty how far the 1789 outbreak finally spread. It appears it spread across the Sydney basin as far as Port Hacking in the South, the Hawkesbury in the West, and to Broken Bay in the North. In later years, smallpox marks were noted further afield – south at Jervis Bay, west of the Blue Mountains, even into Victoria, western South Australia, and southern Queensland.

Outside the tropics, natural smallpox was a winter disease spreading into the spring. It usually needed 16 days to spread from one person to the next. While a virgin outbreak, such as that around Sydney, may have different characteristics, including shorter periods between cases, in general, any sudden, concentrated outbreak in the late summer into autumn (i.e., February to April) is unlikely to have been a natural event, and the circumstances need to be explored. In the case of the 1789 outbreak, these circumstances include the difficulties faced by the British colony during the first year of settlement.

**The colony’s difficulties 1788–89**

After a couple of seasons, the British settlement at Sydney Cove was in great difficulty. Due to damaged seed, adverse weather, and poor soils, the expected scale of agriculture did not eventuate. Livestock had been taken by Aborigines, killed by dogs or lightning, or otherwise lost. Food was becoming scarce, and Phillip pinned his hopes for producing more on the success of a new farm at Rose Hill (now Parramatta). The colony’s chief surgeon, John White, worried about the many deaths from scurvy and over the lack of cleared land to grow vegetables needed to counter the disease. He also worried about the loss of stock and tools and felt that “the prospect before us is not of the most pleasing kind.”

From the middle of 1788 to early 1789, difficulties with local tribes escalated. On 9 July, Phillip wrote to Lord Sydney, secretary of state for the Home Office, indicating he believed one of the Aborigines had been murdered, that several had been wounded, and that the Aborigines found “procuring a subsistence very difficult for little fish is caught”. Separately, he informed Admiralty Secretary Philip Stephens that three convicts “have been killed by the natives”. In August, Phillip’s secretary, David Collins, reported that the “natives continued to molest our people whenever they chanced to meet any of them straggling and unarmed”. There were violent incidents over food, such as over fish, or when Aborigines threatened settlers who tried to stop them appropriating a goat.

In September 1788, Phillip reported that the Aborigines “continue to attack any of the convicts … and two or three have been lately wounded”. By October, according to Collins, it was “absolutely necessary to compel (the natives) to keep a greater distance
from the settlement”. During November, relations continued to sour. On 5 November, Aborigines attacked a fishing party, and a marine captain, Watkin Tench, noted that “unabated animosity” now prevails between the Aborigines and First Fleeters. In the same month, an anonymous female convict, bypassing local censorship, wrote that the Aborigines “do us all the injury they can … I know not how many of our people have been killed”.

Phillip sought to resolve these issues, but he probably made matters worse. In December, he sent marines out to capture some Aborigines, and several musquets were fired and rocks and spears were thrown. One native, Arabanoo, was captured. Shortly after, he was displayed in front of his home clan in a rather naïve effort to show them he was still alive. It is more likely they saw this parading as some sort of threat or provocation. In this environment of increasing Eora resistance to British expansion and of mounting antagonism, a key issue is the capacity of the marines to deal with the consequences. As we know, the First Fleet was supplied with a detachment of marines to protect the settlement. However, the marines’ capacity proved inadequate as they ran out of ammunition and were short of manpower.

Ammunition

Through some error, the marines left Portsmouth without their main supply of ammunition (musket balls and cartridge paper) and without armourers’ tools to repair their flintlocks. Although Phillip obtained 10,000 musket balls at Rio de Janeiro, this amounted to only 50 balls per musquet, and without cartridges, this quantity meant little. The Sirius and Supply had some ammunition, and there were at least 200 pounds of small shot and buck shot, although Phillip had complained earlier, that this quantity was “very insufficient”. The marines would have had individual stocks of cartridges and musquet balls but only to serve during the voyage. According to artefacts recovered from the wreck of the Sirius and other records, some First Fleeters had a number of fowling pieces, rifles, blunderbusses, pistols, carbines, and hand grenades.

The reasons for the missing ammunition are not clear. In his letter to Lord Sydney of 5 June 1787, Phillip writes, “I understood when the marines … were embarked that they would be furnished with ammunition”. He then outlines the omission:

but since we sailed find that they were only supplied with what was necessary for immediate service while in port and we have neither musquet balls, nor paper for musquet cartridges, nor have we any armourers’ tools, to keep small arms in repair.

Phillip requested Lord Sydney to “give orders that these articles may be sent out by the first ship” as otherwise the settlement “shall be much distressed”. This was no small matter. Phillip sent a similar missive to Home Office Under Secretary Evan Nepean adding that the Fleet had only “what little the Sirius can supply” and that the inability to repair small arms would “put us to many inconveniences”. Five days later, as the Fleet left Santa Cruz, Phillip sent duplicates of these letters to Nepean.

Except for Charles Lyte, historians have tended to pass over the missing ammunition and the lack of tools. However, as Lyte noted, the missing ammunition was a dangerous circumstance. Other writers have taken a different view, either suggesting that the “error could be righted at Rio de Janeiro” or that the lack of musquet balls did not concern Phillip because, supposedly, he knew he could obtain them en route. These suggestions
are unsustainable as, even after obtaining supplies at Rio, Phillip again wrote to Nepean restating his need for musquet balls, paper cartridges, and tools.

Phillip may have suspected that the possibility of Nepean obtaining an extra ship to transport supplies was minimal and therefore suggested that the missing supplies be sent by the ship “that goes for the breadfruit” (*Bounty*).35 The *Bounty*, captained by Lieutenant William Bligh, was moored at Spithead throughout November 1787 and could have visited Botany Bay by November 1788 or thereabouts. In continuing the voyage from Rio, Phillip appears to have placed substantial faith in the *Bounty* delivering supplies and in the settlement having enough resources to deal with the minor resistance they expected until an extra shipment arrived. Given the risks involved in eighteenth-century seafaring, this would have been a gamble. An alternative would have been to dispatch a vessel from Santa Cruz to Portsmouth to collect the stranded equipment.

Even later, on 9 July, 1788, from Sydney Cove and obviously with the *Sirius* and Rio supplies in mind, Phillip again wrote seeking armourers’ tools, gunpowder, musquet balls, and cartridge paper but, significantly, now adding swan and buck shot.36 Unfortunately for later events, despite receiving Phillip’s letters, it appears that Nepean and Sydney either took no action or they received such inadequate cooperation within Whitehall that the missing items were not dispatched until the *Lady Juliana* sailed at the end of July 1789 and the *Guardian* in September. The two-year gap in action from July 1787 is inexplicable.

The missing ammunition may not have worried the marines during the voyage, but more serious concerns would have developed as the local circumstances revealed themselves. Each week a party of marines set off for Botany Bay expecting to meet a ship from England.37 This expectation of a resupply may have allayed concerns for a period but, at some point, marine officers would have considered that any ship carrying their supplies must have come to grief.

The marines appear to have worried over the fragility of their advantage from musquets. They were particularly concerned to ensure that the Aborigines did not learn that it was necessary to load and prime a musquet before firing it.38 Captain Tench expressed concerns that the terror initially caused by musquets would not continue and,39 as early as April 1788, Aborigines were not all running away from musquets.40 Later colonists reported that Aborigines became used to single-shot guns,41 having observed misfires,42 missed hits, the need to reload, and the delay between the flintlock’s flash and any impact from a musquet ball.

First Fleet musquets had other limitations. They had no rear sight and only a rudimentary foresight that was obscured if a bayonet was attached. Musquets were accurate only at short ranges (within 40 yards) and usually hit stationary targets (2 by 6 feet) at 50 yards.43 They often missed at 75 yards.44 Due to the delay between when the trigger was pulled and firing, British flintlocks had little chance of hitting a moving target. This meant that accurate fire at distant or moving targets, such as Aborigines darting amongst the trees and behind rocks, was impracticable.

In general, eighteenth-century flintlocks were no more effective than native weapons and could not compensate for being outnumbered or for being caught unawares.45 On 20 January, 1789, lieutenants King and Dawes were threatened by Aborigines and retreated because they had only three marines against 12 Aborigines.46 In February, a party consisting of Captain John Hunter and 15 others, also with only three musquets, was overwhelmed by “a great number of armed men”.47 Any rain made firing and reloading almost impossible.48 Here was the hard reality – whatever firepower there was
from musquets, this was diminished in practice by the marines being outnumbered, by misfires, by poor accuracy at moderate ranges or against moving targets, by the need to reload, and through the effects of wet weather.

Other factors aggravated matters. Musquets were falling into disrepair. In November 1788, the commanding officer of the marines, Major Robert Ross, reported that five musquets were unserviceable and two firelocks were with the blacksmiths who were unable to attend to them. Ross also pointed out that the marines’ stocks of paper were spongy due to mildew and were almost totally useless. Over time, these problems would have seriously weakened the marines’ capabilities, thereby threatening the colony. However, the colony’s security was probably threatened even before the Fleet sailed into Botany Bay. Here, Phillip and Collins highlighted a key issue.

**Manpower**

While still in England, Phillip and Collins were concerned that the First Fleet’s military force was “very weak” and would be inadequate to protect the settlement. In particular, Phillip feared that any losses to the detachment would create “a critical situation”, and soon after arrival, these fears were realised. Phillip and officers such as Lieutenant Newton Fowell noted that the Aborigines were “far more numerous than they were supposed to be” and, on one occasion, that the “whole place was covered with them”.

From the instant of first contact, local tribes opposed the British and the French. After experiencing the harsh reality and given the need to establish farming at Parramatta, Phillip realised he required an additional 400 to 600 hundred soldiers “in order to cultivate lands”. However, in late 1788, the survival of the settlements at Sydney Cove and Parramatta depended on a mere 212 marines (160 privates) facing an angry enemy of possibly around 1,000. Given this imbalance, matters only worsened as marines died or became incapacitated. By February 1789, 11 marines had died and two were returned to England. Although marines from the *Sirius* and *Supply* replaced some losses (see appendix), this source was soon exhausted.

After a few months of settlement, the marines would have found their circumstances surprising and challenging. They needed to keep Aborigines at bay near Sydney Cove, Farm Cove, and at east Balmain where Major Ross had his farm but, in October 1788, were then required to displace Aborigines from Parramatta. Initially, some marines opposed the Parramatta plan due to insufficient manpower, and Phillip originally conceded he had to defer it “until a detachment can be made”. While Captain Tench was aware that the soil around the existing settlement was “indifferent”, he cautioned that cultivating in other parts would require “constant protection by an armed force for some years”. This created an immediate problem as Tench maintained that marines could not “be spared from the present detachment”. It appears that Lieutenant Clark also worried over the dispersal of the marines, so, presumably, other officers held similar views.

According to Commissioner Bigge, October and November were the appropriate months for planting corn in new land, so, at this point in time, Phillip’s options were dwindling. Only dire need would have caused Phillip to force the issue at the end of September given the earlier resistance by some officers and the inadequacy of just 160 privates for protecting an expanded territory day and night.

The need for marines at Parramatta then escalated. On 2 November, 11 marines were posted, then, on 22 November, 17 were sent. On 15 February, the contingent was increased further to 21. In the context of Tench’s and Clark’s earlier recognition of an
Based on a lack of marines and the increasing financial burden, Major Ross and his officers faced a serious predicament. In these circumstances, it is reasonable to consider whether some marines, worried over their situation and fearing a catastrophe, used bottles of smallpox to protect themselves and the settlement. After all, the safety of the settlement was compromised due to factors such as the missing ammunition, muskets falling into disrepair, marines falling sick or dying, the unexpected strength of local tribes, fears over muskets losing their psychological impact, and the realization of a possible calamity once the hoped-for resupply by the Bounty did not materialize. Possibly, from the point of view of the marines, the last straw was Phillip’s order to establish the new settlement at Parramatta.

**Smallpox deployment**

By the 1770s, deploying smallpox had been an irregular military tactic for some time. Writing in the *Journal of American History*, Elizabeth Fenn demonstrated that British commanders used smallpox against North American Indian tribes in 1763. Using smallpox was promoted in a military tract of the period, Major Robert Donkin’s *Military Collections and Remarks* (1777). As Donkin served with the marines, he and some First Fleet marines possibly crossed paths in North America or elsewhere. Donkin was particularly enthusiastic over his experiences with the marines, saying:

> In justice to the marines, no troops have distinguished themselves more; I have had the honor of serving on shore with them at Belleisle, Martinique, and never desired to be brigaded with better …

This rapport suggests that First Fleet marines could have learnt of deploying smallpox by meeting Donkin or by hearing of his 1777 manual. However, it is possible they heard of using smallpox against Aborigines independently as some marines served under General Gage. Gage was one of a number of eighteenth-century British officers advocating or deploying smallpox in North America. In any case, inoculation was a standard procedure in the British army, including the marines in North America and the armed forces in India, so the necessary knowledge was not rare. Given that the military task to defend the settlement in New South Wales was similar to the military tasks pursued in North America, it is possible, as in America, that some marines considered using smallpox purely from recognizing their predicament and the insufficiency of regular military resources.

Another option, proposed by David Day in 1996, is that convicts, angered by native attacks, could have spread smallpox. Bennett’s recent article revives this theme and proposes that “it was convicts rather than the soldiers … who had most contact with the Aborigines, and whose malevolence toward them is most evident”. Bennett suggests that many convicts would have been familiar with using smallpox scabs for inoculation and that “one or more of them may have seen … an opportunity to seek revenge”.

**Convicts?**

At first glance, Day and Bennett’s convict speculations appear reasonable, particularly as a First Fleet convict, John Irving, had a medical background and probably had access to
medical supplies. Certainly, convicts attacked Aborigines but by rather simple and direct means. The most serious instance was in March 1789 when, after the death of a fifth convict, a group of convicts set off to seek revenge. They met their foe near Botany Bay but were soundly beaten, and a sixth convict was killed. The marines walked to the site of the skirmish, retrieved the body, and rescued a wounded boy.

Despite this conflict, a closer inspection of the outbreak appears to exclude an initiative by convicts. One feature was that both the origin and major impact were not near Sydney Cove. Near Sydney, smallpox was observed only on the far side of the harbour. By early April, the epidemic was well established “down the harbour” (i.e., towards the Heads), and boats were already “Sent down the Harbour for no other Purpose than to Bury Dead Bodies”. The description “down the harbour” and the spread of the disease on the north shore indicates that boats were used for smallpox deployment. This effectively rules out any act by convicts (or others) which was not facilitated by some authority as, from 1 June, 1788, boats were not allowed out of Sydney Cove and any marines leaving the Cove without leave were court-martialed and punished.

Recollections reported by J.H.L. Cumpston that “the southern shore of Botany Bay and the shores of Port Hacking were strewn with the bones of aboriginal natives” indicate a possibility that other smallpox events occurred well away from Sydney Cove and therefore also beyond the range of convict initiatives. Significantly, both localities, “down the harbor” and Botany Bay, were places where Aborigines were particularly troublesome.

As some victims were already dead when live cases were being rowed into Sydney Cove, some time, around one to two months, must have elapsed from the original release of smallpox until the first observations of advanced disease and corpses by First Fleeters. This delay also indicates that the earliest instances occurred well away from Sydney Cove.

**Eora traditions**

Historical analysis of the 1789 outbreak can be assisted by accessing Eora traditions arising from the event. As Provost Marshal Charles Wentworth noted, the outbreak would “long survive in the traditionary songs” of local tribes. A hundred years later, in the 1880s, according to ethnologist Edward M. Curr, several such traditions “were still extant”. Initially, these traditions probably associated smallpox with the Berewalgal (the Eora’s term for men from a great distance), but modern renditions now focus on the particular Europeans who resided locally – the English at Port Jackson and the French (La Perouse) at Botany Bay.

The spread of smallpox on the north shore is remarkably consistent with Eora history about Balmoral. According to Denis Foley, a tradition is that (at Balmoral):

> there were blankets with red markings on them, a stripe of words or a crown. The attractive red our people saw as some token of prestige. Those who took them died a horrible death of fire under their skin and the pus of a thousand festering sores, the white man’s smallpox.

Of course, oral traditions may contain hearsay and later embellishment. Nonetheless, they are useful for historical analysis to the extent they are corroborated by other facts and circumstances. The Balmoral tradition of fire under the skin is corroborated by general descriptions of smallpox that the body “burns like fire”, that the disease produces...
“burning thunderbolts”, and that pustules are an “invisible fire”. The crown and wording could be the cipher of George III plus other embroidered marks that typically branded government property. The attractiveness of red was recorded elsewhere in the 1890s by ethnologist Walter E. Roth.

Additional corroboration of Eora oral traditions can be obtained from the general distribution of Aboriginal burials near Sydney. Frederick McCarthy and J.V.S. Megaw both felt that the quantities of Aboriginal remains were associated with an outbreak of smallpox. The archaeological record suggests a concentration of sites near Botany Bay, Port Hacking, Middle Harbour, and northwards to the shores of Broken Bay. Without carbon dating and with no means of recovering lost burials, evidence from what remains must be tentative. However, the sites mapped by L. Freedman tend to corroborate the pattern suggested by the records and oral traditions.

Significantly, concentrations of native bones were found at Balmoral as roads and a promenade were constructed. Sufficient quantities were found for some to mistakenly suggest Balmoral was a native burial site. This also corroborates the oral history related by Foley.

Who else?
Any group of settlers able to take boats out of Sydney Cove could have deployed smallpox, including any informal group of senior marines without being noticed by Tench, Collins, or Phillip. For the purposes of this article, it is not necessary to determine precisely which individuals may have arranged any such act. The important point is that any release could have occurred only if some senior officials authorised it — senior enough to have authority to take boats out of Sydney Cove or marines to Botany Bay.

Alternatively, it has been suggested that Macassan seafarers could have spread smallpox, and therefore its appearance near Sydney Cove may have been a coincidence. Due to the recent currency given to this speculation by Macknight and others, this possibility needs to be addressed.

Macassans
A Macassan theory for the 1789 outbreak originated around 1912 when it was proposed by J. Burton Cleland, principal assistant microbiologist, Government Bureau of Microbiology, Sydney. Despite a lack of detail, it was often promoted, even finding its way into the *Australian Encyclopaedia* in 1968. In 1983, the Macassan theory was contested by Butlin. Subsequently, it gained a fresh impetus from Judy Campbell’s 2002 book *Invisible Invaders*. More recently, in 2008, the Macassan theory was re-examined by Craig Mear and again found to be untenable. In 2009, Bennett also concluded that the “case for a chain of infection from the Indonesian archipelago to Sydney Cove remains weak.” In effect, Bennett’s article corroborated Mear’s earlier work, and so, by 2009, the Macassan theory had been largely eclipsed by both Mear and Bennett.

In the absence of new materials, this should have been the end of the matter. However, Macknight’s recent paper casts doubt on this understanding. Macknight maintains “there is no difficulty in sourcing (smallpox) back to Macassar” and that suggestions of smallpox originating from the British settlement are “far-fetched and unnecessary”. These claims are excessive and do not take into consideration the scholarship since 2002.
Recent promulgation of the Macassan theory may be relying on a false premise – namely, that by early 1789, any smallpox virus imported by the First Fleet was sterilised by several months of tropical and summer heat. This claim appears to have misled Campbell into assuming there was no evidence for a British introduction of smallpox, and, on this basis, she considered that “other sources must be explored”.\textsuperscript{102} In his \textit{Botany Bay Mirages}, Alan Frost similarly dismissed the First Fleet supply as a likely source based on the same false premise.\textsuperscript{103} As I demonstrated elsewhere,\textsuperscript{104} the presentations by Frost and Campbell were seriously flawed. Neither author accessed the temperature records of the First Fleet nor made appropriate use of the scientific literature. In any case, the Macassan theory itself has several difficulties accounting for the 1789 outbreak.

A major difficulty is the fact that early European visitors to northern Australia reported “nothing in the form of epidemic or contagious disease in the population”.\textsuperscript{105} In 1803, a few seafarers from Macassar were found north of Australia with slight pitting from smallpox, but these instances cannot be associated with the outbreak near Sydney as such scarring may have resulted either from the outbreak at Macassar in 1789 or from later outbreaks throughout South East Asia.\textsuperscript{106} As far as is known, Dutch East India Company (VOC) records do not mention any outbreak at Macassar before 1789, even though the VOC stationed several surgeons there from at least 1753\textsuperscript{107} and maintained a hospital during the 1780s.\textsuperscript{108} But more importantly, if boats visiting northern Australia transmitted disease, then Papua and New Guinea, having a higher population density, being closer to the Indonesian archipelago, and having greater trade links would have experienced smallpox as well and probably sooner. Much later, in the nineteenth century, smallpox was observed in north Australia but reportedly “shortly after” the Macassans departed.\textsuperscript{109} Presumably any smallpox associated with Asian visitors would have been observed shortly \textit{after arrival} or at least in the following few months.

Aboriginal oral history appears to contradict the Macassan theory. One oral tradition from Groote Eylandt involving Macassan visitors suggests a chronology that first covers the arrival of Macassans (with no association with depopulation), then the arrival of white people, and then depopulation.\textsuperscript{110} This ordering of events tends to disassociate Macassans from any early introduction of smallpox.

Even if Asian visitors transmitted smallpox, there is no likelihood it traced its way to Sydney Cove without spreading elsewhere across Australia. The main bartering and exchange routes from northern Australia mapped by McCarthy\textsuperscript{111} and Dale Kerwin\textsuperscript{112} do not include coastal New South Wales and therefore do not support any spread of smallpox via such networks to reach Port Jackson.

The historical record confirms this view. In 1826, Robert Dawson, chief agent for the Australian Agricultural Company, reported that smallpox was unknown amongst Aborigines near Port Stephens and the Hunter River.\textsuperscript{113} If smallpox had passed through this region before 1789, Dawson would have noticed 40-year-old and older Aborigines with pockmarks. Similar reports along other Aboriginal trade routes are consistent. In 1826, Major Lockyer noted that Aborigines near King George’s Sound were free from disease. Lockyer noted that “their skins were sleek and without a blemish”.\textsuperscript{114} In 1826, there was no sign of smallpox on the east coast of Cape York Peninsula.\textsuperscript{115} Clearly then, up until 1826, smallpox had not spread across the Australian landmass.

Another difficulty with the Macassan theory is that the observed pattern of spread centred on the British presence. Eora traditions and other reports generally describe local clans fleeing away from Port Jackson and Botany Bay.\textsuperscript{116} Observations of smallpox are earliest “down the harbour”, then later near Lane Cove, Hawkesbury, and Pittwater.
pattern would be unlikely if the Sydney outbreak was merely a part of a general spread of smallpox from the Indonesian archipelago. As Curr noted, local traditions “lead to no other possible conclusion than that Sydney was the point at which the disease was introduced.”

All these factors tend to exclude the Macassan visitors as the source of the 1789 outbreak. Macknight’s statement that the “overwhelming probability must be that it was introduced … by trepangers on the north coast” is not supported by the evidence.

**Discussion**

In 1983, Butlin proposed that smallpox “could have been used deliberately as an exterminating agent”. Famously, he argued that when “matters of race relations came to a head … It is possible and quite likely (the British) deliberately opened Pandora’s Box.” These claims were not well received. Possibly, desires within popular culture that history serve a positive role in “shaping of national identity” or in underpinning reconciliation may have fostered an inherent bias against giving negative aspects of history equal treatment. However, any downplaying of negative elements may also represent an intrusion of modern values, not the values of eighteenth-century colonisation.

Smallpox was released before British civilisation reached the levels of enlightenment and humanity which abolished slavery and implemented other social and political reforms. At the time the First Fleet was commissioned, native peoples (outside England itself) were excluded from legal rights and could be kept, destroyed, or insured as goods and chattels. This legal status, highlighted by the infamous “Zong” slave ship insurance case is consistent with the use of smallpox in 1789. As Fenn argues, in effect, eighteenth-century rules of European warfare permitted the extermination of “savage peoples” and the “law of nations” apparently allowed the deployment of smallpox.

Some authors have suggested that Phillip’s noble character or the terms of his official Instructions, calling for him to conciliate affection demonstrate that he would never countenance using smallpox against Aborigines. However, any such desire to conciliate affection was probably eroded over time by the need to fend off native incursions. In any case, Phillip’s instructions were typical of the period. Other governors’ instructions had similar provisions for conciliating the affections of native populations. As Justice Blackburn decided in the *Milirrpum v Nabalco & Commonwealth* (1971) case, British provisions appearing to protect the rights of Aborigines, such as *Letters Patent for South Australia*, were only intended to bestow a dignified status by affirming a principle of benevolence. Despite appearances, such documents were not a basis for establishing native rights or for guiding British practice. Phillip’s Instructions were not Acts of Parliament, so little weight should be placed on the wording of such documents as other, overwhelming, factors drove events. Phillip clearly recognised a need to fire on Aborigines given an “absolute necessity” and he sent marines out to capture or kill Aborigines in revenge for their attacks on settlers.

As an early historian David Blair noted, the period from the later part of 1788 to April 1789 was “one of the darkest periods ever experienced in the history of the settlement”. Other writers have also understood the first four months of 1789 as a period of serious want. At this time, food rationing commenced, which probably damaged public morale. The remaining First Fleet ships, *Golden Gove* and *Fishburn*, then sailed for England, and Captain Tench was moved to note:
... it was impossible to behold without emotion the departure of the ships. On their speedy arrival in England perhaps hinged our fate ... their absence carried the effect of desolation.133

Presumably Tench was reflecting a shared view.134 By now, some officers, such as lieutenants William Bradley and Ralph Clark, appear to have hardened their earlier views of the Aborigines.135 These emotions and hardening attitudes may have spread through the settlement and, in combination with a pervasive atmosphere of threat and desolation, could have impacted on any consideration of whether or not to deploy smallpox.136

The spread of smallpox clearly benefited the colony. As military historian Jeffrey Grey notes, once the disease spread, the strategic situation changed.137 Phillip was now able to reduce the force needed at Parramatta and send 15 marines to Norfolk Island where they were sorely needed. In early 1790, Phillip noted another benefit. He informed Lord Sydney that “a less force will be wanted for the security of the settlement than what I considered as necessary soon after arrival in this country”.138

First Fleet smallpox challenges the manner in which some frontier history has been constructed, typically as a peaceful annexation of “practically unoccupied” territory, as expressed by the Privy Council in 1889.139 By reducing the Aboriginal population and opposition, the spread of smallpox may have created an artificial basis for an overly pacific historical interpretation. Some rewrite was inevitable, and the 1960s witnessed a reforming interest in Aboriginal history, which sought to distinguish itself from earlier historians, who, C.D. Rowley suggested, “tended to down play the continuing effects of white settlement on Aboriginal life” and who “bowdlerised in the school history books”.140 In 1968, W.E.H. Stanner challenged a particular “genetic-historic bias”, which he suggested suffused the old nineteenth-century atmosphere.141 Stanner criticised a past “indifference” and “contempt” that suited the “mood and needs of a transplanted people (i.e. British)”,142 and he, in effect, called for “another kind of history”.143

During the 1970s, more materials became accessible, including Lieutenant William Dawes’s meteorological data, medical research on smallpox, and details on its prevalence in Macassar.144 Consequently, better informed and more sophisticated interpretations of old issues could be developed, which, to some extent, addressed Stanner’s concerns. These new materials tend to support the conclusion that, faced with attacks from Aborigines and confronted with a dire need to expand to Parramatta, some marines may have felt an “absolute necessity” to drive out the indigenous inhabitants to secure desperately needed farming land.

Conclusion – who, when, why

It appears that today’s evidence only provides for a balancing of probabilities, and this is all that can be attempted. While Macassan theorists assert “it is without doubt”145 that smallpox was introduced from Macassar and that a Macassan source is an “overwhelming probability”;146 the evidence appears to demand a more cautious approach. As Bennett intimated, it appears that smallpox was released locally. The records suggest that one site was “down the harbor”, and Eora traditions point to Balmoral. As explored above, due to the distance from Sydney Cove, such a release could only have been a deliberate event. It appears that British officials, possibly without Phillip’s knowledge, initiated the outbreak. This would have been an act of last resort after the expected relief ship (Bounty) had not appeared and probably also after the number of marines being dispersed to Parramatta...
was increased. Convicts or rogue marines acting alone could not have spread smallpox in the manner indicated by the evidence.

Given all the circumstances, British officials are the most likely candidates to have released smallpox due to:

- the serious errors in ordering or supplying marines’ equipment,
- a fatal insufficiency of military manpower due to a gross misjudgement as to the size and character of the native population in New South Wales,
- a failure within the British administration to respond to Phillip’s letters from Santa Cruz,
- the presence of viable smallpox virus in bottles at a critical juncture,
- the requirement for official sanction to row boats down the harbour, and
- the range of military tactics used against native peoples in the late eighteenth century.

Deployment may have been a private act by senior marines, possibly with assistance from a convict with access to medical supplies or, more likely, a surgeon. Given their dire predicament, the marines may have considered they had no choice than to send smallpox into the camps of their adversaries. If the Fleet had been supplied with sufficient military force and all necessary equipment, smallpox may never have been released.
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## Appendix 1

Losses to detachment of marines as at February 1789 [Sourced from Gillen*]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 April 1788</td>
<td>Harmsworth, Thomas</td>
<td>Died</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 November 1787</td>
<td>Creswell, Daniel</td>
<td>Died</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 November 1787</td>
<td>Talbot, Peter</td>
<td>Died</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 June 1788</td>
<td>Gannon, John</td>
<td>Died</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 June 1788</td>
<td>Petrie, Henry</td>
<td>Died</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 June 1788</td>
<td>Batchelor, John</td>
<td>Drowned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 October 1788</td>
<td>Jones, John</td>
<td>Died</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 October 1788</td>
<td>Rogers, James</td>
<td>Missing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 November 1788</td>
<td>Bullmore, Thomas</td>
<td>Manslaughter victim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 February 1789</td>
<td>Shea, John</td>
<td>Died</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 February 1789</td>
<td>Edmondson, William</td>
<td>Died</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Others permanently incapacitated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell, James</td>
<td>July 1788 Incapable of duty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins, William</td>
<td>14 July 1788, returned to England.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell, George William</td>
<td>Mentally disturbed. Declared insane 26 December 1789.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith, James</td>
<td>Unfit for duty – 16 November 1788.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On unfit list**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Privates</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>As at 9 July 1788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drummer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>As at 9 July 1788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serjeants (sic)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>As at 9 July 1788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Lieutenant (Davey)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>As at 9 July 1788</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13 Privates unfit as at 16 November 1788

Replacements from naval ships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sirius</td>
<td>George Flemming – 2 July 1788</td>
<td>Jonathon Woodman – 15 November 1788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Isaac Tarr – 2 July 1788</td>
<td>Richard Richardson – 15 November 1788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James Angell – 2 July 1788</td>
<td>James Mathews – 15 November 1788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas Garvin – 21 June 1788</td>
<td>William Dawes – 24 May 1788</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>